
FIELD DAY Fine
Despite

Frightening
Fahrenheit

In the midst of a record-setting heat wave,
members of the Mohave Amateur Radio Club
braved the soaring temperatures to set up a
5A station in Lewis Kingman Park this past
Saturday and Sunday, June 24th and 25th.
Club Presdient Bill Smith arranged for every
operating station to be equipped with A/C,
and the generators were really cranking to
keep the killer temperatures at bay.
Saturday started at 11:00 AM with Skip
O’Brien, WB6KOO starting on 20 meters,
switching later to 40 meters in the GOTA
(Get On The Air) station  with contacts rolling
in  courtesy of a Yaesu 857D on a vertical
ladder line. Charlie Abernathy, KE7PYK
deployed a beautiful 20 meter beam on a
crank-up tower attached to a brand-new,
self-contained air conditioned trailer that made
operating a distinct pleasure. John Euler,
KF7WTZ was working alongside Charlie in
 the new trailer, and the action was scattered,
at some points hot and heavy, other times not
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REALLY HOT
HOT

so much, but that’s Field Day! Mark Hermann
K7MCH was working digital and cranking out
some serious power, and the logs show that he
was really getting out there too! The action
continued to be hot ‘n heavy throughout the
night with Carolyn Krick reaching out and
logging some good contacts in the middle
of the early morning hours, and even Bill
Smith got in a fair bit of air-time after taking
about an hour to build and install a low-sloper
160 meter antenna with the apex up at only
about 25 feet. Higher is always better, but the
trees don’t always cooperate, and making do is
what Field Day is all about. Power line noise
was a real factor for 160, but Bill soldiered on
throughout the wee hours.
Carolyn Krick provided a well received meal
of spaghetti served up with a variety of home
made sauces, and the trimmings too.
The photos always tell the story better than
words can, so for that very reason, this issue
will be primarily pictures.
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Beam Going UP!

Bill accepts Senatorial Proclamation
from Az. Senator Sonny Borelli LD5
          Thank You, Senator!

K7MCH  working the Digital Bands

John KF7WTZ and Charlie K7PYK
getting an antenna up and ready

Paul K7PFK and Bill KD7MIA
shown Prepping for Air Time

KD7MIA and WB6KOO discuss strategy
for the GOTA station



THANK YOU ALL!

John and Charlie getting
the antennas set up

11:00 on the Dot
First Contact for GOTA Station

WB6KOO

Taking a small break for a group photo

On behalf of Mohave Amateur Radio Club here’s a Big “Thank You” to ALL those who made this
Field Day the whopping success it was. We made a great showing for MARC, Mohave County

& Arizona too!
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Terry AF7US turns to and lends a hand

Carolyn K7CK and John KF7WTZ
chat with Az. Senator Sonny Borelli

Matt K7MK Workin’ the Bands
after an exhausting evening

KF7WTZ working through the night

Charlie really rolling up the points



A cheery “Hello” from
Mark K7MCH

and then
Back to Business
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Charlie always has time for the ladies

Terry, Bill and Supervisor Jean Bishop
in a lively discussion of current topics
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4th of July Barbecue
Our July meeting falls on the 4th of July.
We decided to cancel the Meeting at the
Hospital. We will however be having a 4th
of July Barbecue at my home instead. The
barbecue will be Potluck, we ask everyone
who attends to bring something. Start time
will be 3:00 PM, at 1530 Ellerman Drive
Kingman, AZ. Carolyn is coordinating the
food so please contact Carolyn at
928-554-2546.
For further information about the event you
can call me at 928-303-9857.

73
Bill

...and that’s Field Day 2017. Thanks to
ALL who participated, You are the Best!

A Very Special Thank You...

A very special “Thank You” goes out to
Bill Smith, KD7MIA President of MARC
for the enormous amount of time and money
that putting on Field Day entails. Not only
Bill but the entire Smith family really does
go “above and beyond” to ensure the Club
is simply the best that it can be. Tammy
also deserves our special gratitude as she is
always willing to have a bunch of radio-nerds
show up at their home at all hours of the day
and night. The dollars that are spent on events
like Field Day come largely from the Smith
family coffers, and it is rare indeed to find
dedication and leadership of that sort in an
endeavour of any type. MARC is very lucky
indeed to have a President that displays that
dedication, but also to have a family like the
Smith family that supports us the way they do.


